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Recently Pawel Parys [3] pointed out an error in the article ‘‘On the structure of graphs in the Caucal hierarchy’’ [1], which
contains two main results: Theorems 15 and 61. Theorem 61 is a pumping lemma for higher-order pushdown automata.
The proof consists of two parts: (1) a series of technical lemmas that, given a run of the automaton containing a so-called
pumping pair, constructs a longer run and (2) a proof that every sufficiently long run contains a pumping pair. The error
found by Parys is in the proof of (2), more precisely, in the proof of Lemma 50 (b). He presented a counterexample [2]
invalidating the following results of [1]: all the material from Lemma 50 to Corollary 55 in Section 8 and Lemma 60 in
Section 9. This counterexample uses an automaton A of level 3 with a unary stack alphabet {a} that after performing the
operations

pusha, pusha

indefinitely repeats the following sequence of operations:

clone2, clone3, pop1, clone3, pop2, clone3 .

Consider the following words of level 2

α := ε : a : a , β := aa : ε : a , γ := aa : a : a .

The sequence of stack contents of the run of A starts with

ε

ε : ε : ε : a .
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After this initial segment, the run consists of pieces of the form

(γ βα)n : α

(γ βα)n : γ

(γ βα)nγ : γ

(γ βα)nγ : β

(γ βα)nγ β : β

(γ βα)nγ β : α

for every n ∈ N. Such a run does not contain a pumping pair, in contradiction to Lemma 60.
Since the proof of Theorem 61 relies on Lemma 60, the statement of the pumping lemma has to be considered as open.

Note that the paper of Parys [3] also contains a pumping lemma for higher-order pushdown automata. On the one hand,
this version is even stronger than Theorem 61 since it gives better bounds on the length of the run. On the other hand, it is
weaker than Theorem 61 in the sense that it only applies to configuration graphs that are locally finite.

Finally, I would like to stress that the counterexample of Parys does not invalidate Theorem 15 of [1], the second main
result of that article.
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